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I.        INTRODUCTION 
A.     DEFINITIONS 
A graph is a pair G = (V, E), where V is a finite set of elements called vertices 
and E is a set of unordered pairs of vertices called edges. A digraph or directed graph 
D = (V, A) is similarly defined, but in this case A is a set of ordered pairs of vertices. 
We will assume that all graphs are undirected and without loops or multiple edges 
(see Figure 1). 
• ^ /  >*. b d 13 
Figure 1. A graph G and a digraph D. 
The order of G is the number of vertices, denoted |V|, and the size of G is 
the number of edges in G, denoted \E\. In this paper the set notation will not be 
used when referring to an edge. Therefore, xy G E and {x,y} G E will have the 
same meaning. A path is a sequence of vertices v\, V2,...,vn with the property that 
ViVi+i G E for each i, I < i < n — 1. The length of a path from from v\ to vn in G 
is the number of edges on the path. A path is simple if no vertex occurs more than 
once in the sequence v\, i>2, • • •, vn. If vi, V2, ■. -, vn is a simple path, then we say that 
i>i, «2,..., un> Ui is a cycle. A graph G = (V, .E) is connected if there is a path between 
each pair of vertices of G. A graph G is called a forest if it contains no cycles, and a 
connected forest is a tree (see Figure 2). 
A graph H = (W, F) is a subgraph of a graph G = (V, E), denoted H < G, if 
W C V and F C. E. If H < G, then G is a supergraph of i7. An induced subgraph 
of G = (V, E) is a graph H' = (W, F') where W is a nonempty subset of V and the 
set F' consists of those edges of G incident with two vertices of W (see Figure 3). If 
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Figure 2. A forest F and a tree T 
of a graph G = (V, E) is the graph Gc = (V, Ec) where xy G £c if and only if xy $ E. 
See Figure 4 for an illustration. 
H:b'\« -'>. 
Figure 3. A graph G, subgraph H, and induced subgraph H'. 
G: 
Figure 4. A graph G and its complement Gc. 
If e = xy is an edge of G, then x is said to be adjacent to y, y is adjacent to _x, x 
and y are incident to e and e is incident to x and y. The deyree of a vertex u, denoted 
deg(u), is the number of edges incident to v. A complete graph on n vertices, denoted 
Ä„, is a graph in which every pair of distinct vertices is adjacent. Let G = (V,E) 
be a graph, and let v £ V be a vertex. The join, G + {v}, is the graph obtained by 
adding all edges between the vertices of V and v. 
The set of all vertices adjacent to x is called the open neighborhood of x.and 
is denoted N(x), The closed neighborhood of x is N[x] = N(x) \J{x}- A clique in a 
graph G is a subgraph of G that is complete. A maximal clique in G is a clique in 
G that is contained in no larger clique. The clique number, 00(G), is the order of a 
largest clique. A set of vertices in G form an independent set'm G if there are no edges 
between any of the vertices in the set. The independence number, a(G), is the order 
of a largest independent set of G. An n-coloring of a graph G is an assignment of n 
colors (colors are elements of some set) to the vertices of G in such a way that adjacent 
vertices are assigned different colors. The minimum number of colors needed to color 
a graph G is called the chromatic number of G, and is denoted by x{G) (see Figure 
5). A clique cover of size A; is a partition of the vertices as V = A\ \J Ai 1J ... (J Av 
such that Ai is a clique for each 1 < i < p. The clique cover number, k(G), is defined 
to be the smallest number of cliques that contain all vertices of G. A vertex uGVis 
simplicial in G if N(v) is a clique, i.e., the neighbors of v form a complete subgraph. 
A graph G is chordal if it contains no cycles of order greater than three. 
G: 
•—•—-* 
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Figure 5. A 3-coloring of G\ x(G) = 3. 
B.     PERFECT GRAPHS 
All of the classes of graphs discussed in this paper are perfect graphs. A graph 
G = (V, E) is perfect if it satisfies the following properties: 
u(GA) = X(GA) for all A C V (LI) 
a(GA) = k(GA) for all A C V (1.2) 
u(GA)a(GA) > \A\ for all A C V (1.3) 
Perfect graphs were introduced by Berge [Ref. 1] in the early 1960s. He conjectured 
that properties 1.1 and 1.2 were equivalent. The equivalence of these two properties 
became known as The Perfect Graph Conjecture. In 1972 Loväsz [Ref. 2] showed that 
not only were the first two properties equivalent, but that 1.3 was equivalent to the 
first two. The equivalence of these properties became known as The Perfect Graph 
Theorem. Much work has been done to show that many classes of graphs are perfect. 
Chordal graphs were one of the first classes of graphs to be proven to be perfect. 
In the following pages we introduce classes of chordal graphs that will be useful in 
subsequent chapters. See Figure 7 for examples of perfect graphs. All of them are 
chordal except the permutation graph. For a detailed analysis of perfect graphs, see 
Golumbic [Ref. 3]. 
Given a family T — {Fi, F2,..., Fk] of subsets of some universal set U, the 
intersection graph of T is the graph G = (J-, E) in which the vertex set V corresponds 
to the elements of T and there is an edge F,Fj G E if and only if Fi 0 Fj ^ 0. 
Marczewski [Ref. 4] showed that every graph is the intersection graph of some family 
of sets, so this by itself is not such an interesting property. Of interest are graphs that 
are the intersection graphs of particular families of sets. An interval graph is a graph 
G = (V,E) that can be represented as the intersection graph of a set of intervals 
on the real line. If the intervals are all the same length, then G is said to be unit 
interval. A circular-arc graph is a graph that can be represented as the intersection 
graph of arcs on a circle. Fulkerson and Gross [Ref. 5] give a characterization of 
interval graphs in terms of the maximal cliques in a graph G. They show that G is an 
interval graph if and only if the maximal cliques of G can be ordered in such a way 
that, for any vertex v € V, the maximal cliques containing v occur consecutively. 
A graph G = (V, E) is a split graph if there is a partition V = K\JI of the 
vertex set such that K is a clique and / is an independent set. In general the partition 
of V will not be unique. Another characterization of split graphs is given in terms of 
degree sequences. Let G — (V, E) be a graph, and let V = (v\,..., vn) be an ordering 
of the vertex set V such that for i > j, deg(u,-) < deg(vj). The ordering V is called 
the degree sequence of G. Hammer and Simeone [Ref. 6] state the next theorem that 
allows us to determine if a graph G is a split graph based on its degree sequence. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Hammer, Simeone) Let G = (V,E) be a graph with degree se- 
quence T> = (vi,... ,vn), and let m = max{i\deg(vi) > i — 1}. Then G is a split graph 
if and only if 
m n 
^2 deg(vi) = m(m - 1) +   Yl   de9{vi)- 
Furthermore, if this is the case then to{G) = m. 
If G = (V, E) and e = xy £ E, an orientation of e is an assignment of direction, 
i.e., e is replaced by either (x,y) or (y,x). An orientation of G is an orientation of 
all edges of G. A graph G = (V, E) is a comparability graph if there exists a transitive 
orientation of its edges, i.e., T is a transitive orientation for G if for any vertices 
x,y,z € V, if (x,y), (y, z) G T then (x,z) £ T. A subclass of the comparability 
graphs is the class of permutation graphs. Given a permutation ir = (7TI,7T2, ..., 7rn) 
of {1,2,..., n}, denote the position of i in n, by 7r,_1. An inversion is a pair {i, j} G 
{1,2, ...,n} with the property that i < j but 7r,_1 > TTJ~1. Construct the graph 
G(TT) — (V, E) with V = {1,2,..., n} and E = {ij\{i,j} 1S an inversion in 7r}. The 
graph G(ir) is called a permutation graph. A characterization of permutation graphs 
in terms of comparability graphs is given by Pnueli, Lempel and Even [Ref. 7]. They 
show that a graph G is a permutation graph if and only if G and Gc are comparability 
graphs. 
A graph G = (V, E) is a threshold graph if there exists an integer labeling 
C — {ci,...,cn} of V and an integer (threshold) t such that for distinct vertices 
Ci and Cj, CiCj G E if and only if c,- + Cj > t. Chvätal and Hammer [Ref. 8] modify 
this definition in order to define a threshold graph in terms of a degree partition of its 
vertex set, and they show that the two definitions are equivalent. Let G = (V,E) and 
let 0 < Si < S2 < . ■. < Sm < |V| be the degrees of the nonisolated vertices. Define 
S0 = 0. The degree partition of V is given by 
V = D0 + Dl + . . + Dm, (1.4) 
where Dt is the set of all vertices of degree Si. The set D0 may be empty. A graph 
G = (V,E) with the degree partition described in Equation 1.4 is a threshold graph 
if for every pair of distinct vertices x,y G V, x E A, y € Dj, xy e E if and only 
if i + j > m (see Figure 6). Golumbic [Ref. 3] discusses the relationship between 
threshold graphs and other classes of graphs. Since the vertices of a threshold graph 
can be partitioned into an independent set and a clique, then a threshold graph is 
also a split graph. In figure 6, K = {4,9,6,3} and / = {7,2,10,8,5,1}. 
G: 
Figure 6. Threshold graphs are also split graphs. 
Another characteristic of threshold graphs is that they can be transitively 
oriented. Let G be a threshold graph, and label the vertices of G as 1,2,..., n such 
that if deg(i) < deg(j) then i < j. Orient each edge toward its larger numbered 
endpoint. This yields a transitive orientation of G. Therefore, threshold graphs 
are also comparability graphs. Threshold graphs can also be characterized in terms 
of permutation graphs. Let a = (<7i,o-2,... ,<r„) and 77 = (r}urj2,... ,r]m) be two 
sequences. The shuffle product a UJ rj is the set of sequences of the form (crV • • • crkrjk) 
where a* and rf are subsequences of a and r/, respectively. Golumbic [Ref. 3] shows 
that G is a threshold graph of order n in which k vertices are independent and the 
remaining n — k vertices constitute a clique if and only if G is the permutation graph 
G(TT) where IT e (1,2,..., k) UJ (n,n - 1,..., k + 1). 
an interval graph 
1  » 5 
2   0^ \fi / 
3   •—' 
4   *-— 17 
a split graph 
a permutation graph 
a comparability graph 
a with a transitive orientation 
•z_  :>• 
^A|/ 
Figure 7. different types of perfect graphs. 
C.     COMPLEXITY OF ALGORITHMS 
In Chapter III we present algorithms that produce completion sequences for 
different classes of chordal graphs. An algorithm is a general step-by-step procedure 
that will solve a given problem. Algorithms that are used most often are ones that 
can solve problems in a reasonable amount of time. Given a problem II and an 
algorithm A, we wish to determine an upper bound for the amount of time it will 
take a computer to solve II using A. With this upper bound in hand, we can then 
determine whether or not the amount of time needed to solve II is reasonable or not. 
Suppose we have a problem IT and an algorithm A that solves IT. Let the 
function g(m) denote the number of computational steps needed to solve IT where m 
is the size of the input to II. If there exists a function f(m) and constants c and k 
such that \g(m)\ < c|/(m)|, for m > k, then we say that g(m) is dominated by 
f(m). Another way to express this relationship is to use big-Oh notation. If g(m) is 
dominated by /(m), then we write g(m) = ö(f(m)), where 0(f(m)) is read order f 
or big-Oh of f. Thus, the computational complexity of A is written as 0(f(m)). 
A polynomial time algorithm is defined to be one whose computational com- 
plexity is expressed as G(p(n)), where the complexity function p is a polynomial and n 
denotes the input length. When comparing the growth rates of polynomial complex- 
ity functions (e.g., ra,n2,n3) to other types of non-polynomial complexity functions 
(e.g., n!, 2", en), we see that for large n the growth rates of the non-polynomial com- 
plexity functions are much faster than the growth rates for the polynomial complexity 
functions. For this reason polynomial time algorithms are more efficient because they 
can generally solve problems with large input in a comparatively reasonable amount 
of time. 
We often characterize problems by the complexity of the most efficient algo- 
rithms that are known to solve them. It is generally accepted, although not proven, 
that NP-complete problems cannot be solved by an efficient algorithm (i.e., polyno- 
mial time). For example, determining the chromatic number of an arbitrary graph is 
a problem for which it is believed can only be solved by an inefficient non-polynomial 
time algorithm. We will not deal with NP-complete problems in this paper. In fact 
we will show that the algorithms in Chapter III are polynomial time algorithms. More 
on the theory of NP-completeness can be found in Garey and Johnson [Ref. 9] and 
Golumbic [Ref. 3]. 
D.     GRAPH COMPLETIONS 
Let G = (V, E) be any graph, and let k be an integer. Let P be a property 
held by some graphs, and suppose G does not have property P. The graph completion 
problem can be stated as follows:  Can at most k edges be added to G in order to 
obtain a graph that has property P? This problem and its variations have been well- 
studied. Below is a brief description of four different completion problems with the 
focus of this paper being the conditional graph completion problem. 
1. Hamiltonian Completion Problem 
A hamiltonian cycle is a simple cycle in a graph G = (V, E) that contains all 
vertices of G. If a graph G has a hamiltonian cycle, then G is a hamiltonian graph. 
For more on hamiltonian graphs see Chartrand and Lesniak [Ref. 10] or Roberts [Ref. 
11]. The hamiltonian completion problem, studied by Goodman and Hedetniemi [Ref. 
12], is an ex-ample of a graph completion problem. This type of completion problem 
is a special case of the famous Traveling Salesman Problem in which each edge in 
a graph G is assigned a weight of 0 and each edge in Kn not in G is assigned a 
weight of 1. Goodman and Hedetniemi [Ref. 12] define the hamiltonian completion 
problem as follows: given a graph G = (V, E), what is the minimum number of edges 
that need to be added to G in order to make the resulting graph hamiltonian? In 
order to solve this problem Goodman et al. [Ref. 12] define a parameter called the 
hamiltonian completion number, hc(Cr), to be the minimum number of edges that need 
to be added to G to make the resulting graph hamiltonian. This is a well-defined 
parameter, since Kn is hamiltonian for all n > 2. Examples of other types of graph 
completion problems are the interval graph completions studied by Garey, Gavril, 
and Johnson [Ref. 13], and the path graph completions studied by Gavril [Ref. 14]. 
2. Sandwich Properties for Graphs 
The Graph Sandwich Problem was studied by Golumbic, Kaplan, and Shamir 
[Ref. 15]. This problem arises in such diverse areas as sychronizing parallel processes, 
physical mapping of DNA, temporal reasoning, phylogenetic trees and sparse systems 
of linear equations. Suppose G = (V,E) and H = (V, F) are two graphs such that 
H < G. A property P is called a sandwich property if there exists a graph G' = (V, E') 
having property P such that H < G' < G.  Notice that G and H need not possess 
property P. In fact a nontrivial sandwich problem requires that neither G nor H 
possess property P. The graph sandwich problem can be stated as follows: Given two 
graphs G = {V,E) and H = (V,F), H < G, does there exist a graph G' = (V,E') 
having property P such that H < G' < G! The graph sandwich problem is a different 
kind of completion problem because there are certain restrictions that are placed on 
the graph G'. G' must include certain edges, while certain edges are forbidden. 
However, there is a certain amount of freedom in deciding to include any subset of 
the remaining edges. Split graphs and threshold graphs are examples of classes of 
perfect graphs that possess the sandwich property. 
3. Squeeze Properties For Graphs 
A completion problem similar to the graph sandwich problem was studied by 
Lick and White [Ref. 16]. Suppose G = (V,E) and H = (V,F) are two graphs 
such that H < G. A property P is called a squeeze property if whenever G and H 
have property P and H < G' < G for some graph G', then G' also has property P. 
The squeeze problem can be stated as follows: Given two graphs G = (V,E) and 
H = (V, F), where H <G and G and H possess property P, does there exist a graph 
G' = (V, E') having property P such that H < G' < G1 The main difference between 
the sandwich problem and the squeeze problem is that the squeeze problem requires 
G and H to have property P, while the sandwich problem does not. Well-known 
parameters that give rise to squeeze properties are the chromatic number, x(G), and 
the clique number, u(G). Squeeze properties related to the chromatic number were 
studied by Lick and White [Ref. 17]. 
4. Conditional Graph Completion Problem 
Conditional graph completion problems are yet another family of completion 
problems that are different than the completion problems mentioned earlier, and are 
the subject of the research described here. The idea of a conditional graph completion 
was first studied by Grone et al.   [Ref.   18] in order to gain insight into conditions 
10 
under which the following completion problem can be solved: Given a partial positive 
definite Hermitian matrix, can it be completed to a positive definite matrix? Here 
a partial matrix is an m x n matrix where certain entries are known elements from 
some specified set S, while the remaining entries are free to be any element from S. 
A conventional matrix, on the other hand, is defined in Johnson [Ref. 19] to be a 
matrix in which all entries are specified. A partial Hermitian matrix is an n x n partial 
matrix in which the specified entries are from the set of complex numbers. If the (i,j) 
entry is known, then the (j, i) entry is also known and the two entries are complex 
conjugates of each other, i.e., if (i,j) = a + bi, then (j, i) = a — hi. Let A = (a,-j) be 
annxn partial Hermitian matrix. A completion of A is an n x n conventional matrix 
B = (&-) such that if a^ is specified then bij = a^. Let C be an n x n symmetric 
matrix. Then C is a positive definite matrix if and only if xtCx > 0 for all x € 3ftn, 
x 7^ 0. Another way to express the problem studied by Grone et al. [Ref. 18] is as 
follows: Given an n x n partial positive definite Hermitian matrix A = (a,j) can a 
specification of the unspecified entries be found so that the resulting matrix B = (b^) 
is positive definite? This type of problem is known as a matrix completion problem. 
A general matrix completion problem asks whether a partial matrix has a completion 
with a certain property of interest. For a survey of matrix completion problems see 
Johnson [Ref. 19]. 
In a sense, the conditional graph completion problem is the graph theoretic 
analog to the matrix completion problem. The conditional graph completion problem 
is slightly more restrictive in that each successive supergraph is required to have the 
property being questioned. The conditional graph completion problem can be stated 
as follows: Given a graph G = (V, E), of order n and size m, with property P, is 
there a sequence of edges ex, e2,..., e*, where k = f ™) — m> *nat can be added to G 
in such a way that each successive supergraph has property P? Such a graph is called 
P-completable, and the sequence of edges ei,..., e* is called a P-completion sequence, 
or simply a completion sequence when no ambiguity exists. We will sometimes refer to 
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the resulting sequence of graphs Gu ... ,Gk as the completion sequence. If all graphs 
with property P are P-completable, we say the class II of graphs with property P 
is a completion class. Grone et al. [Ref. 18] developed an efficient algorithm that 
determines the completion sequence for a graph G if and only if G is chordal. This 
chordal completion algorithm depends on a particular ordering of V(G). Rasmussen 
[Ref. 20] showed that completion sequences exist for interval, unit interval, split, 
circular-arc, comparability, permutation, strongly chordal, and threshold graphs. In 
Chapter III we present generic algorithms, of which the chordal completion algorithm 
is a special case, that can be used in conjunction with specialized vertex orderings 
to find completion sequences for strongly chordal, interval, unit interval, split, and 
threshold graphs. For split graphs we use the degree sequence of the vertex set. 
For strongly chordal, interval, unit interval, and threshold graphs, we use vertex 
elimination orderings specific to each class. In Chapter II we discuss these specific 
elimination orderings and give the complexities of the algorithms used to generate 
them. 
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II.        ELIMINATION ORDERINGS 
A.     CHORDAL GRAPHS 
It has been shown by Dirac [Ref. 21] that every chordal graph has a simplicial 
vertex. This fact was used by Rose [Ref. 22] to show that every chordal graph has 
a perfect elimination ordering. A perfect elimination ordering is a bijection a : V -* 
{1,2,... ,n} that assigns a label to each vertex in V in such a way that, for each 
1 < i < n, Vi is simplicial in G — {vi, v2,..., Uj-i}. See Figure 8 for an illustration. 
2 7 
Figure 8. a = (1,2,3,4,5,6,7) is a perfect elimination ordering. 
A polynomial time algorithm which uses lexicographic breadth-first-search for 
finding a perfect elimination ordering for chordal graphs is presented in Leuker, Rose, 
and Tarjan [Ref. 23]. If G = (V, E) is a graph of order n and size m, then the 
complexity of the algorithm given in [Ref. 23] is ö(n + m). Given a chordal graph 
G and a perfect elimination ordering a, Grone, Johnson, et al. [Ref. 18], define a 
chordal completion sequence in the following way. Let Vk = a~l(k),k — 1,2, ...,n, 
and let s be the number of edges missing from G, i.e., if \E\ = m, then s = f™) ~~ m- 
Define the sequence of graphs Go, (?i,..., Gs using Equations II.1-II.6: 
Go = G (II.l) 
hi = ma,x{j\deg(vj) < n — 1} (H-2) 
ji = max{l\vkivi £ E,_i} (II.3) 
e; = vkiVjt (11 A) 
Ei = Ei-1\J{ei}, » = l,2,...,s (II.5) 
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Gi = (V,Ei) (II.6) 
Grone, Johnson, et al. [Ref. 18] showed that if a is a perfect elimination 
ordering for Go, then a is a perfect elimination ordering for Gi, i = 1,2,... ,5. The 
generic algorithms we present in Chapter III are essentially the same as the algorithm 
given by Equations II.1-II.6 except that the ordering of the vertices of the input graph 
G is arbitrary. The rest of this chapter is devoted to the discussion of the specific 
elimination orderings that correspond to strongly chordal, interval, unit interval and 
threshold graphs. 
B.     STRONGLY CHORDAL GRAPHS 
Strongly chordal graphs were characterized by Farber [Ref. 24] in terms of 
strong elimination orderings. A strong elimination ordering of a graph G = (V, E) 
is a bijection 9 : V -> {1,2, ...,n} with the property that for each i,j, k, and /, if 
i < j,k <l,l e N[i], and k G N[j], then / G N[j] (see Figure 9). Farber [Ref. 24] 
showed that there exists a strong elimination ordering for a graph G if and only if 
G is strongly chordal. If we consider the case i = k in the preceding definition, then 
if i < j and i < /, where / G N[i], and i G N[j], then I G N[j]. This forces i to be 
simplicial. Thus, a strong elimination ordering is also a perfect elimination ordering, 
and a strongly chordal graph is also chordal. 
i - .1 
i k 
Figure 9. Given a strong elimination ordering, if i < j, k < I then jl is forced. 
Just as chordal graphs can be characterized by simplicial vertices, Farber [Ref. 
24] characterized strongly chordal graphs in terms of simple vertices. Let G = (V,E) 
be any graph. Two vertices u and v are compatible in G if N[u] C N[v] or N[v] C N[u\. 
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Otherwise, u and v are called incompatible. A vertex v is denned to be simple in G if 
the vertices in N[v] are pairwise compatible or, equivalently, if the set {iV[u]|t< 6 A^u]} 
can be linearly ordered by inclusion. See figure 10 for an illustration. In G vertex x 
is both simple and simplicial; in H x is simplicial but not simple, since y and z are 
not compatible. 
G: H: 
Figure 10. In G x is simple; In H x is not simple. 
THEOREM II.1 (Färber) A graph G =(V,E) is strongly chordal if and only if 
every induced subgraph has a simple vertex. 
For a proof of Theorem II. 1 see Farber [Ref. 24]. As part of the proof of 
Theorem II. 1, Färber introduced an algorithm that constructs a strong elimination 
ordering in ö(n2) time. 
C.     INTERVAL AND UNIT INTERVAL GRAPHS 
Jamison and Lasker [Ref. 25] describe elimination orderings that characterize 
interval and unit interval graphs. Both elimination orderings can be constructed in 
ö{n + m) time using algorithms due to Gavril [Ref. 26] and Booth and Leuker [Ref. 
27]. For any graph G with an ordering of V as V\,V2,..., un> the upper and lower 
neighborhoods N+[vi] and N~[vi], respectively, are defined as follows (see Figure 11): 
-^
+[u«'] = {vi I vj = vi or vi < vj and vivj £ E} (II.7) 
N~[vi\ = {VJ | Vj = Vi or Vi > Vj and ViVj € E} (H-8) 
The ordering <p = (v\,... ,vn) is an interval elimination ordering if and only 
if the lower neighborhood N~[vk] is an interval in the ordering for each Vk. That is, 
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G: 
Figure 11. N-[5] = {5,4,3,1}, N+[5] = {5,6}. 
for all Vi,Vj, and vk with i < j < k, ViVk G E implies VjVk G E. See Figure 12 for an 
example. Jamison and Lasker [Ref. 25] state the following theorem without proof; a 
proof can be found in Olariu [Ref. 28]. 
THEOREM II.2 (Olariu) A graph G = (V,E) has an interval elimination order- 
ing if and only if G is an interval graph. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
Figure 12. A graph G and an interval representation of {iV-[u,]|u,- G V}. 
A bicompatible ordering p = (vi,...,vn) of a graph G = (V, E) is an ordering 
of the vertices of V such that (uls..., vn) and (un, ...,vx) are perfect elimination 
orderings for G. In other words a vertex u,- G V is simplicial in both G — {^i,..., f»-i} 
and G- {vi+1,...,vn}.  In Figure 13 both (1,2,3,4,5) and (5,4,3,2,1) are perfect 
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elimination orderings.  Roberts [Ref. 29, 30] showed that a graph G = (V, E) has a 
bicompatible ordering if and only if G is a unit interval graph. 
G: 
12 4 5 
Figure 13. A unit interval graph G and a bicompatible ordering p = (1,2,3,4,5). 
D.     THRESHOLD GRAPHS 
A vertex v is called a dominating vertex if v is adjacent to every other vertex 
with positive degree. Therefore, if we consider the degree partition discussed in 
Chapter I, Dm is the set containing all of the dominating vertices of G. A threshold 
elimination ordering r = (v\,... ,vn) is an ordering of the vertices of V such that 
Vj dominates all vertices of positive degree in G — {vi\i > j}. In Figure 14, r = 
(ul51>2, • • •, vio) = (7,2,10,8,5,1,3,6,9,4) is a threshold elimination ordering for G. 
Figure 14. A threshold graph G and a threshold elimination ordering. 
We will show in Theorem II. 7 that if a graph G has a threshold elimination 
ordering then G is a threshold graph. We first prove the following lemmas that will 
useful to us in the proof of Theorem II.7. 
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Lemma II.3 Let G = (V,E) be a graph of order n, and let r = (v1,...,vn) be a 
threshold elimination ordering for G. Let G~ = G — {vn}. Then r~ = (ul5..., v„_i) 
is a threshold elimination ordering for G~. 
Proof: By the definition of r, vertex Vj dominates all vertices of positive degree in 
G — {vi\i > j}. In particular, for i = 1,..., n — 1, Vj dominates all vertices of positive 
degree in G - {vi\i > j}. So by letting G~ = G - {vn} and r~ = (vi,..., un-i), we 
see that r~ is a threshold elimination ordering for G~. □ 
Lemma II.4 Let G = (V,E) be a graph of order n, and let r = (vi,...,vn) be 
a threshold elimination ordering for G. Let G+ = G + {vn+i} and suppose r+ = 
(vi,...,vn, vn+i). Then r+ = (vx,..., vn, vn+i) is a threshold elimination ordering 
forG+. 
Proof: In G+, vn+1 is adjacent to every vertex, and thus dominates every vertex 
with positive degree in G+. Therefore, r+ = (vu ..., vn+1) is a threshold elimination 
ordering for G+. a 
Lemma II.5 Let G = (V,E) be a threshold graph of order n, and let Du D2, ■ ■., Dm 
be a degree partition of G. Let v be a vertex in Dm. Then G — {v} is a threshold 
graph. 
Proof: Suppose v G Dm and \Dm\ = 1- Since the vertices of Z>i are adjacent only to 
vertices in Dm, then in G-{v}, Dx contains only isolated vertices. Therefore, G-{v} 
has degree partition C0, Cu..., Cm_2, where C0 = D0 U D\ and d = Di+1 for i > 0. 
Let x € Ci and y € Cj in G - {v}. Now, since xy € E if and only if i + j > m, then 
xy e EG-{v} because (t-l) + (j-l) > m-2. Therefore G-{v} is a threshold graph. 
Now, suppose \Dm\ > 1. Then, the vertices adjacent to v in G would have degree 
Si - 1, i = 1,2,..., m in G - {v}. The property, x e A, y G Dj and xy e EG-{V} if 
and only if i + j > m still holds because the degree partition, DUD2,. ■ ■ ,Dm, remains 
the same. Therefore, G — {v} is a threshold graph. n 
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Lemma II.6 Let G = (V,E) be a threshold graph of order n, and let Do, D\,..., Dm 
be a degree partition of G. Join a vertex v to G' = G — DQ. Then the resulting graph 
\G' + {v}} U Do is a threshold graph. 
Proof: In the graph G' + {v}, v is adjacent to every vertex. Therefore, v € Dm. Let 
x G Di, x ^ v, i — 1,2,..., m. Then xv £ EQ+^VJ and i + m > m for i = 1,2,..., m. 
So, G' + {v} is a threshold graph. Therefore, {G" + {V}}\JDQ is a threshold graph. 
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THEOREM II.7 A graph G = (V,E) has a threshold elimination ordering if and 
only if G is a threshold graph. 
Proof: (=>■) Assume G has a threshold elimination ordering. We show that G is a 
threshold graph, using induction on the order of V. 
basis: n = 1. Let G be a graph with one vertex and let r = (vi) be a threshold 
elimination ordering for G. The graph on one vertex is a threshold graph so the claim 
holds. 
inductive step: Assume that all graphs of order n that have threshold elimina- 
tion orderings are threshold graphs. Let G be a graph of order n + 1, and let 
r = (v\,..., un+i) be a threshold elimination ordering for G. Then the vertex vn+i 
dominates all vertices of positive degree in G. Let G' = G — {vn+i}. By Lemma 
II.3, T' = T — vn+x is a threshold elimination ordering for G', and by the inductive 
hypothesis G' is a threshold graph. Therefore, by Lemma II.6, G' + {vn+i} = G is a 
threshold graph. 
(<=) Assume G is a threshold graph. We show r = (ui,... ,vn) is a threshold elimi- 
nation ordering for G, using induction on the order of V. 
basis: n = 1. Let G be the threshold graph with one vertex. Clearly, any ordering, 
r, of G will be a threshold elimination ordering. So, the claim holds. 
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inductive step: Assume that all threshold graphs of order n have threshold elimi- 
nation orderings. Let G be a threshold graph of order n + 1. Let Di,D2,..., Dm be 
the degree partition for G, and let v € Dm. By Lemma II.5, G - {v} is a threshold 
graph, and by the inductive hypothesis G — {v} has a threshold elimination ordering, 
r = (ui,..., vn). In G let v = vn+1 and label the rest of the vertices with the labels 
given by r in G — {v}. Since un+1 £ Dm, then vn+x is adjacent to each vertex in G. 
Therefore, by Lemma II.4, r' = (vx,.. .,vn,vn+1) is a threshold elimination ordering 
for G. D 
In order to construct a threshold elimination ordering for a threshold graph 
G, we would sort the vertices of G by degree, i.e., construct the degree sequence V. 
Using a bubble sort algorithm, which is easy to implement on a computer, we could 
construct V in ö(n2) time. If efficiency is the main concern and n is large, then the 
merge sort algorithm could construct V in 0(nlogn) time. 
Now that we have characterizations of strongly chordal, interval, unit inter- 
val, split, and threshold graphs in terms of special vertex orderings, we will use the 
structure of these orderings to show in Chapter III that the previously named classes 
of graphs are completion classes. 
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III.        COMPLETION SEQUENCES 
A. COMPLETION ALGORITHM 
In this chapter we show that completion sequences can be obtained for strongly 
chordal, interval, unit interval, split, and threshold graphs using an Algorithms A and 
B. These algorithms exploit the fact that these classes of graphs can be characterized 
by specific vertex orderings. The use of the elimination orderings specific to strongly 
chordal, interval, unit interval and threshold graphs discussed in Chapter II will enable 
us to prove that these classes of graphs are completion classes. For split graphs we 
use the reverse of the degree sequence defined in Chapter I to show that the split 
graphs are a completion class. 
ALGORITHM A 
Input: Graph G = (V, E) of order n and size m, with vertices labeled as vj_,..., vn. 
Output: Kn. 
BEGIN 
Go = G; 
E0 = E; 
*=(")-m; 
FOTU:= 1 TO s DO 
ki = max{j| deg(vj) < n — 1}; 
mi = ma,x{l\vk{vi g -E;_i}; 
e-i = vkivmi; 
Ei = Ei-t U{ei}; 
Gi = (V,Ei); 
END FOR 
END 
We show in the next three sections that, given an incomplete graph G = (V,E) 
of order n and size m that is strongly chordal, interval, or threshold, Algorithm A 
produces a sequence of graphs G = G0,.. ■, Ga with the same property. In each of 
these cases we actually prove a stronger result, that if ß is an elimination ordering of 
the requesite type then ß is an elimination ordering for each graph G; in the sequence. 
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For examples see Figures 17, 18 and 19. Note that in these figures the dashed lines 
represent the edges added by the algorithm at each iteration. 
B.     STRONGLY CHORDAL COMPLETION SEQUENCES 
We prove in Theorem III.2 that given a strongly chordal graph G — (V, E) and 
a strong elimination ordering 9, constructed using the algorithm presented in Färber 
[Ref. 24], 9 is a strong elimination ordering for each Gi produced by Algorithm A. 
Corollary III.3 follows immediately from the fact that G is strongly chordal if and 
only if G has a strong elimination ordering. We therefore conclude that the strongly 
chordal graphs are a completion class. We first prove the following lemma, which 
shows the relationship between the linear ordering of the neighborhoods of a simple 
vertex and the elimination ordering 9. 
Lemma III.l Let 9 be a strong elimination ordering for G = G0 constructed by 
Farber's algorithm, and suppose that 9 is also a strong elimination ordering for each 
ofG\,...,Gs constructed by Algorithm A with the specified parameters. Suppose vx is 
simple in G-t - {vu v2,..., u*-i}, where 0 <i< s. If vy, vz G Ni(vx) and x <y < z, 
then Ni[vy] C Ni[vz}. 
Proof: If i = 0, the result follows from a sequence of partial order relations on V 
constructed by Farber's algorithm. Suppose that the claim is true for some 0 < m < i, 
and consider a simple vertex vx that is simple in Gm+i — {vi, v2, ■ ■. , ^-I}- Suppose 
vyivz G Nm+i(vx), with x < y < z. If em+i is incident to none of vx, vy, or vz, or 
if em+1 = vzvw for some w, then the result follows from the induction hypothesis. If 
em+i = vyvw for some w, then either w — z, which is impossible since vx is simplicial 
in Gm - {vi,v2,...,vx-i}, or 10 / 2. If z > w, then Nm[z] = V - {ux,..., v^-i}, 
which ensures that Nm+1[i;y] C Nm+i[vz]. If z < w, then since z > y we know that 
vzvw G Em. By the induction hypothesis Nm[vy] C A^^], and since vw G Nm(z) it 
follows that iVm+i[uy] C Nm+i[vz]. The result follows by induction. □ 
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THEOREM III.2 Let G = (V.E) be a connected graph of order n and size m. Let 
Go = G, and define the sequence of graphs Go, Gi,..., Gs using Algorithm A. If 6 is 
a strong elimination ordering for G, then 8 is a strong elimination ordering for each 
Gi, i = 1,2,...,5. 
Proof: We show that given a strong elimination ordering if vt is a simple vertex in 
Gi-i — {v\,v2,... ,t>t_i}, then it is simple in Gi — {vi,v2, • • •, vt~i}. Note that the 
status of vt is only affected if e,- is incident to a vertex in Ni[vt]. Therefore, we have 








v. = v^ 
>             • 




Figure 15. (a) Ni[vt] ^ A^-iH, (b) Ni[vt] ^ iV~-iM, and vt = vx. 
Case 1: Ni[vt] 7^ iV;_i[ut]. Assume vt is simple in Gt_i — {vi,v2,... ,vt-i} but not 
simple in Gi — {vi, v2, ■ ■ ■, Vt-i}. Since e,- connects vt to some vertex vy and since vt 
has the smallest label among the remaining vertices, then t = mi and y — fc;. Since 
vt is not simple in Gi — {i>i, v2,..., vt-i} then there exists vx G Ni[vt] such that vx 
and vy are incompatible. So there exists va and uj such that va G A^fva,], va g" Ni[vy], 
V;, G Ni[vy] and v\, g1 Ni[vx}. We know from our discussion of strongly chordal graphs 
in Chapter II that strong elimination orderings are also perfect elimination orderings. 
Now if vx ^ Vt then, since vt is simplicial in G,- — {vi,v2,...,vt-i}, there exists an 
edge from vy to vx (see Figure 15(a)). Since m; = max{/|v/Ufc, ^ Ei}, then m,- > a. 
This means that t > a. This contradicts the fact that t < y for all y G {t + 1,..., n}. 
Therefore, vt = vx. 
So, since vx = u* and since vt is simplicial in G; — {v\,v2,... ,vt-i}, then the 
edge uaUj, is forced (see Figure 15(b)). This contradicts the assumption that vx and 
vy are incompatible. So, vt is simple in G,- — {v\, v2,..., ty-i}- 
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v.    e        v, 
j       i i 
(a) (b) 
Figure 16. (a) Ni[vt] = iV.-iH, and vt = vx, (b) Nt[vt] = ty-iM- 
Case 2: Ni[vt] = A/,-_i[ut]. Again assume vt is simple in G,_i - {vi, v2,. ■ ■ ,f*-i} 
but not simple in G; - {ux, u2, • • •, w*-i}- As noted above, if e» is not incident to 
any vertex in Ni[vt] then we are done. So we conclude that et- is incident to some 
Vj G AT,-[ut]. By the assumption, we know that vt is not simple in G{ — {vi, v2, ■ ■ ■, u*-i}, 
so there exists at least one vk G A^-i[ut] such that u^ and vk were compatible in 
Gj_i—{ui,U2,.. -,vt-i}, but are not compatible in Gj-{t>i,u2, • • • ,vt-i}. If iVj-ifufc] C 
Ni-i[vj], then it follows that Ni[vk] C iV,-[uj], a contradiction. Therefore, we conclude 
that Ni-\[vk] £ Ni-i[vj]. Let v\ be the vertex adjacent to Vj and incident to e,- 
in G, — {UI,U2J- • -,vt-.i}. Now, u^ is not adjacent to v\ otherwise we would have 
Nj[vj] C iVj[ufc] again contradicting the the incompatibility of vk and Vj. 
Suppose ut = Vk (see Figure 16(a)). Since vt is simple in G,-_i—{ui,t>2, • • • j"t-i}> 
then it is also simplicial in G,_i - {vu v2,..., u*_i}. So, iV;_i[vt] is a clique. Moreover, 
any v G A^-iM is adjacent to Vj since UJ G iV,-_i[vt]. Therefore, iV,-_i[i>t] C iV,-_i[uj] 
or iV,-_i[ufc] C ATt-_x[t;j], a contradiction. So, we conclude that vt ^ vk (see Fig- 
ure 16(b)). If vt ^ vk, then suppose k < j. Since t < k < j, then by Lemma ULI, 
Ni-i[vk] C iVj.ifuj], a contradiction. Hence j < k. There are two cases to consider: 
Subcase A: j = &,-. Since j = fc,-, then Uj is the vertex in G,- - {ui, t>2, • • •, Ut-i} with 
the largest label that is not adjacent to every other vertex. Therefore, since vk is not 
adjacent to vi, then j > k. 
Subcase B: j = rrii. So /•= k{ and Vj is the vertex with the largest label that is not 
adjacent to to v\. Again, since vk is not adjacent to v\ then j > k. 
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Therefore, we conclude that vt is simple in Gi — {ui, v2, ■ ■ ., ut_i}, and this 
completes the proof. D 
Corollary III.3 If 9 is a strong elimination ordering for G = Go, then Gi is strongly 
chordal for i = 1,2,. ..,5. 
G = G, 
G7 = K, 
Figure 17. A strongly chordal completion sequence for G, where 6 = (1,2,3,4,5,6) 
is a strong elimination ordering for G. The dashed lines represent the edges added 
by the algorithm. 
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C. INTERVAL COMPLETION SEQUENCES 
Using the interval elimination ordering discussed in Chapter II we show that 
the class of interval graphs is a completion class. See Figure 18 for an illustration of 
an interval completion sequence. 
THEOREM III.4 Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph of order n and size m. Let 
Go = G and define the sequence of graphs Go, Gi,...,Gs using Algorithm A. If ip is 
an interval elimination ordering for G, then ip is an interval elimination ordering for 
each Gi, i = 1, 2,... ,s. 
Proof: Assume that p> is an interval elimination ordering for G\-\. Let V{Vk be the 
edge chosen by Algorithm A on the ith iteration of the FOR loop, with i < k. Assume 
that Ni~[vk] in Gi is not an interval in the ordering. Then there is a vertex Vj, with 
i < j < k, such that VjVk £ E{. Since i < j, then t>; is not the vertex with the largest 
label such that ViVk £ Ei-i and we have a contradiction. O 
Corollary III.5 // <p is an interval elimination ordering for G = Go, then Gi is 
interval for i = 1,2,..., 5. 
D. THRESHOLD COMPLETION SEQUENCES 
Threshold graphs are yet another class of graphs that is a completion class. 
We prove that if r is a threshold elimination ordering for G then r is a threshold 
elimination ordering for Gi, i = 1,2,..., s. See Figure 19 for an illustration. 
THEOREM III.6 Let G = (V,E) be a connected graph of order n and size m. Let 
Go = G, and define the sequence of graphs G0,Gi,...,Gs using Algorithm A. If T is 
a threshold elimination ordering for G, then r is a threshold elimination ordering for 
each Gi, i = 1,2,... ,5. 
Proof: Assume that r is a threshold elimination ordering for G,-_i, and suppose that 
T is not a threshold elimination ordering for Gi.  Then there must be a vertex, vx, 
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G7 = K, 
Figure 18. An interval completion sequence for G, where ip = (1,2,3,4,5,6) is an 
interval elimination ordering. 
that is not a dominating vertex in Gi — {vx+i,..., vn}. Since vx does not dominate in 
Gi — {vx+i,..., vn}, then there is a vertex vy, where deg(i?3/) > 0, such that vxvy ^ E{. 
If vxvy ^ Ei, then vxvy $ Ei-\. This contradicts the assumption that ß is a threshold 
elimination ordering for G,_i, thus completing the proof. □ 
Corollary III.7 If r is a threshold elimination ordering for G = Go, then Gi is 





Figure 19. A threshold completion sequence for G, where r = (4,5,6,3,2,1) is a 
threshold elimination ordering. 
E.     SPLIT COMPLETION SEQUENCES 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let V = (vn,..., Ui) be an ordering of the 
vertex set V such that for i > j, deg(u,-) > deg(uj), i.e. V is the degree sequence 
of G in reverse order. Now we can use Algorithm A with V as the ordering of the 
vertices of G. We show in Theorem III.8 that the sequence of graphs generated by 
Algorithm A are split graphs. See Figure 20 for an example. 
THEOREM III.8 Let G = (V,E) be a split graph of order n and size m. Suppose 
Go = G, and define the sequence of graphs Gi,...,Gs using Algorithm A with the 
ordering of the vertices of G as V.  Then for i = 1,2,..., 5, Gi is a split graph. 
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G = G„ G> 
G8 = K6 
Figure 20. A split completion sequence for G, where V = (1,2,3,4,5,6) is an ordering 
for G by degree. 
Proof: It suffices to show that at iteration i, 1 < i < s, there is a partition of the 
vertex set V into a clique K = Ki~\ and an independent set I = 7;_i such that 
v^ G K. Let i be the smallest integer such that the graph Gi is not a split graph. 
Then in every partition of V(Gi-\) as K [j /, v^ € /. By our choice of fc;, since v^ G / 
then {vki+1,.. •, vn} C Ä'. There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: K = {vki+1, ■ ■ ■, vn}. In this case vmi G /. Since Ni-i(vk{) = if, then the set 
K' = K\J{vki} is a clique, and the set I' = I — {v^} is an independent set. Therefore, 
V = K' \J I' is the desired partition, contradicting our assumption. 
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Case 2: {vkt+1,..., vn} C K and u, £ K for some / < A;,. Since / < &,-, then deg(u;) < 
deg(^,). Also Ni-i(vki) C Ä" and v/ € A', which implies that deg(u/) > deg(vkt). 
Since therefore deg(u;) = deg(vk,), then A^-_i[u/] H-^ = 0 so we can partition V as 
K' = {K - {vi}) {J{vki} and I' = (I - {vki}) \J{vi}. We again obtain a contradiction 
to our assumption, thus completing the proof. □ 
F.      UNIT INTERVAL COMPLETION SEQUENCES 
Suppose we try to use Algorithm A to find a unit interval completion sequence 
for the graph in Figure 13 with the given bicompatible ordering of the vertices. Al- 
gorithm A would first choose edge 35, and we see that the resulting graph is unit 
interval. The next edge to be added is edge 25. Again, we see that the resulting 
graph is unit interval. The algorithm now adds edge 15 to the graph, and we notice 
that vertex 5 is no longer simplicial in the perfect elimination ordering (5,4,3,2,1) 
because the edge 13 has not been added. So Algorithm A does not work for all unit 
interval graphs. Given any unit interval graph with a bicompatible ordering the next 
algorithm, which is a modification of Algorithm A, produces a sequence of graphs 
which are also unit interval. 
ALGORITHM B 
Input: Graph G = (V, E) of order n and size m, with vertices labeled as vu ..., vn. 
Output: Kn. 
BEGIN 
Go = G; 
E0 = E; 
s=(i)-m; 
FOR t:= 1 TO s DO 
ki = min{A;|ufc is not adjacent to some v\ where / € {1,2,..., k — 1}}; 
m,- = max{m|ra < fc,- and vkivm £ -Ei-i}; 
Cj — vkivmi, 
£, = £,-iUW; 




In the next theorem we show that given an incomplete unit interval graph 
with a bicompatible ordering p = (vu... ,vn), p is a bicompatible ordering for the 
sequence of graphs generated by Algorithm B. See Figure 21 for an example. 
THEOREM III.9 Let G = (V,E) be a unit interval graph of order n and size m. 
Let Go = G and define the sequence of graphs GQ,G\,..., Gs using Algorithm B. If 
p is a bicompatible ordering for G, then p is a bicompatible ordering for each G{, 
i — 1,2,... ,5. 
Proof: Assume that p is a bicompatible ordering for Cr,-_i. Let vxvy, x < y, be 
the edge added by Algorithm B. We will show that Gi is unit interval. By way 
of contradiction assume that Gi is no longer unit interval. There are two cases to 
consider: 
Case 1: vy is not simplicial in Gi - {uv+i, • • • ,vn}. Then there exist a vertex Vk 
such that Vk G N~[vy] but VkVx is not an edge in Gi — {uj,+i,..., vn}. By the choice 
of vy, vi,..., Vy-x is a clique. Since x, k G {1,..., y — 1}, then VkVx is an edge in 
Gi — {uj,+i,... •, vn}. Therefore, vy is simplicial in Gi — {vy+i, • • •, vn}, a contradiction. 
Case 2: vx is not simplicial in Gi - {vx,... ,vx-X}. Then there exists a vertex 
vi € Nf[vx], such that vyvi is not an edge in G, — {«i,..., vx-i}. If x < I < y then 
we contradict the algorithm's choice of vx, so x < y < I. Jamison and Lasker [Ref. 
25] showed that if p is a bicompatible ordering then p is also an interval elimination 
ordering. Now, in the graph G;_i - {vx,.. .,vx-i}, vx G Nf_x[vx\ and v\ £ N^Vy] 
implies p cannot be an interval elimination ordering, which in turn implies that p 
cannot be a bicompatible ordering. Again, we obtain a contradiction, thus completing 
the proof. n 
Corollary 111.10 If ß is a bicompatible ordering for G = G0> then Gi is unit interval 
for i = 1,2, ...,s. 
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G = Gn     3 
V   2 „'4 
Figure 21. A unit interval completion sequence for G, where p = (1,2,3,4,5) is a 
bicompatible ordering. 
G.     IMPLEMENTING COMPLETION ALGORITHMS 
Given the appropriate ordering of the vertices of a graph, Algorithm A and 
Algorithm B can be implemented by the simple nested loops described in Procedure 
A and Procedure B respectively. In the strongly chordal, interval, split, and threshold 
cases we use Procedure A, while in the unit interval case we use Procedure B. The 
difference between A and B lies in the control loops. The complexity of each procedure 
is 0{n2). 
For the strongly chordal case, we show in the next theorem that the edges 
added by Procedure A are precisely the same edges added by Algorithm A. 
THEOREM III. 11 Let G = (V,E) be a strongly chordal graph of order n and size 
m, and let 9 be a strong elimination ordering for G. Suppose ai,..., as and b\,..., bs 
are the edges added to G by Algorithm A and Procedure A respectively. Then ai = hi 
for 1 < i < s. 
Proof: Let a,- = vkivmi and b{ — vXivyi be the edges chosen at iteration i of Algorithm 




FOR x := n DOWNTO 2 DO 
FOR y := x - 1 DOWNTO 1 DO 
IF vxvy g E 




Figure 22. Procedure A. 
PROCEDURE B(V,E,ß) 
BEGIN 
FOR x := 2 TO n DO 
FOR y := x - 1 DOWNTO 1 DO 





Figure 23. Procedure B. 
i = min{fc|afc ^ bk}. So either v^ ^ vXi or vmi ^ vyr We know that a;,- < hi, since 
x > ki implies that degi_1(v;r) = n — 1. Since degi_1(u:Ci) < n — 1, then there exists 
y < x, such that vXivy $ Ei-\. The absence of vXivy would be detected by the inner 
loop of Procedure A, so x,- > ki. Thus x,- — ki. 
If y > mi, then by Algorithm A v^Vy = vXivy £ E, so y < m,-. Since Vkivmi 
is the missing edge, then when y = m; the absence of v^Vy will be detected by 
Procedure A, and so y4- > m,-. Hence, we conclude that y,- = m,-. Therefore, a,- = &,-, 
thus completing the proof. □ 
The overall complexity of constructing completion sequences for the strongly 
chordal, interval, unit interval, split, and threshold graphs depends on the complexity 
of constructing the appropriate vertex ordering.   We have seen in Chapter II that 
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the construction of a strong elimination ordering can be done in 0{n2) time; the 
construction of interval elimination and bicompatible orderings can both be done in 
0(n + m). In the split and threshold cases, we have seen that the vertex orderings for 
both cases depends on sorting the vertex sets by degree; this can be done efficiently 
in 0(n\ogn) time. Therefore, all of these completion sequences can be constructed 
in 0(n2) time. 
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IV.        DIRECTIONS FOR FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
We have shown that completion sequences can be generated for the classes of 
strongly chordal, interval, unit interval, split, and threshold graphs by polynomial 
time algorithms. A new characterization of threshold graphs in terms of a threshold 
elimination ordering has also been presented. Listed below are some of the directions 
that we feel this work will lead. 
• Are there other classes of graphs that can be characterized in terms of 
elimination orderings specific to the class? If so, can the algorithms discussed in 
Chapter III or a modification be used in order to to form new completion sequences? 
If the algorithms can not be used, do efficient algorithms exist to produce completion 
sequences? 
• It has been shown that the chordal completion sequences are related to the 
problem of determining if a partial Hermitian matrix can be completed to a positive 
definite matrix. Is there an equivalent matrix completion problem for the strongly 
chordal, interval, unit interval, split, and threshold completion sequences? 
• Strongly chordal graphs are associated with a particular family of integral 
polyhedra, and with a related family of 0,1-matrices called totally balanced. What 
significance do strongly chordal completion sequences have in these contexts? 
• Can the algorithms presented in Chapter III be altered in order to produce 
an annihilation sequence of a graph G = (V, E)1 An annihilation sequence would 
be a sequence of edge deletions from G such that if G has property P then each of 
the subgraphs in the sequence G\,...,Gk, where Ek = 0, has property P. If these 
annihilation sequences do exist for the classes of chordal, strongly chordal, interval, 
unit interval, split, and threshold graphs, then given a graph G from one of these 
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classes, it will be possible to create a sequence G0, Gi,..., G; = G,...,GS of graphs 
from the class, where G0 is the empty graph, Gs is complete, and for each 1 < i < 5-1, 
Gi = Gi-i [jei for some edge ek. This presents the possiblity that we can view the 
chordal, strongly chordal, interval, unit interval, split, and threshold graphs each 
of order n as partially ordered under edge-set containment. We define a -partially 
ordered set, or poset to be a pair V = (X, R) where the X is a set and R is a reflexive, 
antisymmetric, and transitive binary relation on X. Let V = (X, R) be a poset and 
suppose x, y G X, x ^ y. We say that x and y are comparable in R when either xRy 
or yRx. We call a poset V = (X, R) a chain if every distinct pair of elements from X 
is comparable in R. Let G(n) be the set of all graphs of order n. For G, H € G(n), say 
G < H if and only if 25(G) C 25(22). (G, <) is easily seen to be a poset. If the claim 
is true, then each class of graphs of order n studied here would comprise a partially 
ordered set with the property that every graph lies on at least one chain of of length 
(") • Moreover, in each of the cases in which one class properly contains another, we 
have containment of the corresponding posets. This phenomenon might be useful in 
the development of heuristics to solve general completion problems in which one seeks 
a graphs with some property P that is as close as possible to a particular input graph 
G. For more on partially ordered sets see Trotter [Ref. 31]. 
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